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HAND LETTERING
SCREEN PROCESS
REAL ESTATE

JOHN R. RUSSELL
3522 Kinmore
Dallas, Texas 75223

AERO COUNTRY ESTATES WEST.....
Airport Residential lots and Hanger sites.
Restricted
Municipal Water
2900 ft. Paved & Lighted Runway
contact John Austin

GOLD LEAF

1-347-2030

TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT

826-4464

£ _____________

ADDISON INSTRUMENTS, INC.

FAA - CERTIFIED REPAIR ST. 202 • 87

Richard Biggar

J's AIRCRAFT

FAA Approved Repair Station No. 202-48

ENGINES AND PARTS INC.
10819 DENTON DR.
DALLAS. TEXAS 75220

P.O. Box391

POWERPLANT & PARTS RENOVATORS
BELA AMBRUS

DALLAS 214-Ei30-78&0

ENGINE SPECIALIST

RES.

NEW!

Jerry '?odovsky

ADDISON, TX 75001

(214) 931-8525

Warehouse full of Instruments & Avionics!

214-352·8149

NEW!

We are Now Distributors for DITZLER
Aircraft Paints
All Colors §upplied from Stoc_k ...

George Carrol

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANL

GEM SUPPLY

7204 PARWELK

We also have Aircraft Supplies, Pilot Supplies,
Ground Support Equipment & More.
8122 DENTON DRIVE
DALLAS, TEXAS 75235

(214) 637-3598

Phone (214) 350-7066

(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Scout Bldg.)

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
AN

•
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NAS HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES

PIONEERS IN ULTRALIGHT AVIATION

AIRCRAFT INSURANCE

~
6060 N. CENTRAL EXPY.
SUITE 738
DALLAS, TX 75206

Owners

t!""f'

A(>tie11 .-(q_~
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Instructions
Sales & Repair
Flight Acc.

"•Q II

(214) 369-7433

DALLAS NORTH AVIATION

"RAVEN DEALER"

JERRY KITCHENS
GARY SCHEER

.,
~

~
1•c•
g I id e r s ,
Metro No.
(817) 469-9159
2200 C. So. Smith Barry Rd.
Arlington, TX 76013

ATTENTION:

10:00- 5:00 or by Appointment

HOMEBUILDERS! ! !

USED AIRPLANE PARTS

PAUL CAMP
SALES • RIDES • PROMOTION • INSTRUCTION

596-2468
DALLAS NORTH AIRPORT, P.O. BOX 894, PLANO, TX 75074

214/227-4569

LANCASTER AIRPORT
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The hot topic of conversation the last month has been our
Texas bureaucrats' attempt to regulate aviation.
I've heard
more from the members on this than any other subJect.
Nothing
like a little trouble to make common cause!
The encouraging
thing about it is that it apparently has "rallied the troops" to
do something, and also rattled· the cage of some bigger tigers in
that it has threatened some business interests that carry weight
in Texas.
Percentage-wise, not very many voters are fliers, so
we have to use what little political clout we have as well as
poss i b l e, w i th e v eLl.l b o d y J o in in g in th e c h or us.
Back to the weather, always dear tc., a fliers heart;
hasn't
this been a crazy spring? We had our spring in February and now
i ts w i n t er a g a i n ! 0 h we 1 1 , i t s b o u n d t o g e t ~or· t e d out s o oner
or later.
Meanwhile, we're having the winds of spring.
I got
to take a little trip out to West Texas the weekend of March 26.
I don't know what the winds were, but J lost over 30 kts of
groundspeed .
The runway was straight N-8 with wind from 270 and
I won't say I was worried, but I did think a little about getting down while l bounced and watched the scenery for longer
than I had intended to .
The BD-4 is heavier and lands faster
than most light aircraft,
so I usually don't worry too m~ch
about that sort of thing, but that day it got my attention!
Then after I made a stupendous Job of superb piloting skill and
planted it on, there was no one around to watch! You h~ve only
my word for
it.
I found out later that a 182 was wrecked at
Stephenville at about that time trying to land,
so everyone
t.1.•asn't so lucky .
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The V.P •••••
I recently had the opportunity to read the aviation related bills
currently before the lawmakers in Austin.

We must be doing some good, they

have been amended nearly to death, but could still cause us problems.

Keep

those cards and letters going.
We should have a very informative program this month.
will tell us about his pocket rocket, the BD-SJ.
many of them around.

Geoff Taylor

That's Jasin JET.

Not

We will also have Tom Kerns, a member of Chapter 34,

engineer for Bell, and T-18 driver.

Tom will talk to us about flight

testing our new birds.
See you at Skyline, 7:30 on the 26th.

1

Be careful.

iJ.C.

(

THE LATEST FROM DALLAS
Chapter 168 First Fly - In of the year:
AERO COUNTRY ••• APRIL 23
11:00 a.m. 'til 3:30
You might also
the same day.
lies southeast
About 12 miles

want to drop in at Phillips Flying Ranch
Annual Fly - In at the 4000' strip that
of Rockwall. Phillips ••• on the sectional.
south of Caddo Mills. At least a Fly by!

Norman Seaton sent us a very nice story on his comings and
goings.
Not room to print it this month ••• BUT •••
Our Safety Officer has reached another milestone.
He is now a Master. A Master of business administration.
To make merry with his shiey new degree he is inviting the

Chapter to an Open House.
Between 2:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.
at the Seaton Manse.
Norm and Sharon Seaton
/
MA'/. /5
11240 Drummond Drive SvMoliJL"f
~..-.;=
Dallas, Texas 75228
'
One - half mile West of the Ferguson/Centerville exit off
LBJ freeway.
RSVP please 270 - 3791 evenings or Sharon
at work, 890 - 7641. Or at the next Chapter meeting.

>

Let's turn out and see what Norm looks like in a cap and gownl

Bartie Coyle sent this in from Austin •••• Take heed Birdmen (Bird Persons)

Changes to S.G. 170 and H.B. 550
1.

Section 2, Licenses and Permits: Deletes entire subparagraph on
Ultralight Vehicle Licensing requirements.

2.

Section 3, Operator's Certificates: Deletes inspection authority
for Aeronautics Cor.1mission personnel, peace officers and airport
managers. Adds a $50.00 maximum fine for operating a powered
ultralight \'Jithout an operator's certificate issued by an organization approved by the Federal Aviation Administration or an
airmen's certificate issued by the Federal Aviation Administration.

3.

Section 4, Reckless Operation of Aircraft: Makes the reckless
operation of aircraft a Class A misdemeanor.

4.

The new Section 5, old Section 6, is repealed _in its entirety,
having been replaced by the new penalty provisions.

He will have full . text of these Bills at the nerl meeting ••• Askl
Ernie
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APRIL 1983
SUN 'N FUN REPORT: The 1983 bash was variously described. as "Mudville", "Wind
' N RAIN" , "Rain 'N Mud", etc. , but you get the idea that~perhaps the weather was a teeny
weenie bit less than perfect.
I rode over and back with Chapter member, LEA ABBOTT, in his van, pulling Lea's 1910
Curtiss Pusher replica on a 25 or 30 ft. long trailer. My former boss, GEO. CHEETHAM,
also went along. We left early Monday morning via LBJ and I 20 to Meridien , Miss. and
then we turned south towards Mobile. Al. We didn't quite make Mobile that night, so we
moteled at Waynesboro, Ms. We spent the rest of Tuesdayand Tuesday nite in Mobile
visiting EAA friends of Lea's, where REAGAN ORMAND, BILL PARKER, and BILL MASON, joined
us in Mobile in Reagan's Comanche .
.,

Since the weather Wednesday between MOB and Sun 'n ''Fun was bad, we split up into
two groups via land. Part of us rode with our MOB hosts, the McCarter's, in their motor
home. Our convoy rolled merrily along I 10 via Pensacola, Tallahassee, etc, but the
closer we got to Lakeland the worse the weather got and when we rolled in after 14
straight hours of driving it was like a monsoon.
You can well imagine how hot and heavy were the tales of the "old days" on Braniff
'and the people we've known for t he last 45 or 50 years. Lea's flying began in the '20's
and Geo. and I started in the early '30's.
REAGAN ORMAND is a retired USAF Col. with extensive Korean and WWI I experience in
transports. He also is active in antique restoration and has had an immaculate Heath
Parasol flying for several yean;. He also instructs a bit at Arlington and BILL MASON
is one of his students and has a brand new private pilot certificate. BILL PARKER is
the president of the Corpus EAA chapter and is a brand new student pilot, so we had quite
a mix of various and sundry types of aeronuts.
Lea has hauled the Curtiss pusher on its trailer well over 10,000 ~iles now to flyins at Oshkosh , Sun 'n Fun, Kerrville and Tullahoma , at considerable expense in money,
time and effort on his part. He has a mission to have as many people as possible see the
Curtiss fly, to see it at close hand, to sit in the pilot's seat, and have their picture
taken, to have a hands on better appreciation of the progress that aviation has made since
its pin feather days. He gets quite provoked (rightly so, too) when he drags it all that
way and doesn't get to fly because of conflict with an airshow or some other reaso~.
He echoes the many strongly outspoken comments about far too much aerobatics at the
big EAA fly-ins that I have heard the past few years. Most everyone appreciates a small
amount of high quality acrobatic acts (i.e. The Christen Eagles or Bob Hoover), but hours
on end of solo performers, all doing nearly the same thing, are repitious to the point of
boredom. Perhaps such acts bring in the local yokels and increase the gate receipts some,
but in this day and age even the bush country yokels have probably seen acrobatics either
on TV or in person, and they don't "amaze" very easily anymore after seeing men on the
moon and the space shuttle land.
In all fairness to fly-in planners, tho' our fly-ins have become so big that it could '
be chasos if everyone got in the fly-by pattern as they did a few years back at Rockford,
so there has to be some order to things. There's no doubt that those that come to the
fly-ins would much rather see the homebuilts, the antiques, the classics, the ultralight
and the midget racers fly - because that's what they are buildingor hoping to build.
To illustrate how wide spread this feeling has become, take note that one of the big EAA
fly-ins in the Seattle area has loudly proclaimed that there will be no airshow this year,
so this might be the start of a trend.
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Perhaps there is an important question to be answered first: , Is a fly-in for EM
and general aviation people ONLY? Or are the additional gate receipts really needed?
Should the Fly-in cater to the public as something akin to a circus? Like most controversial issues the final solution may well lie somewhere in between the opposite poles of
extreme.
There is one new trend that I personally feel should be strongly discouraged and that
is the doing of aerobatics in an ultralight. Such displays simply light the fires in a
group of inexperienced and untrained pilots to go out and imitate these things and likely
kill a good many of them in the process. As any competent aerobatic pilot will tell you,
even the best of aerobatic airplanes require a tremendous amount of maintenance and constant, searching inspection to keep them aerobatically airworthy. EM has a relatively
good image with the public and the FAA now, but if we sponsor, encourage, promote, or
even condone such performances, what is this going to do to our image when the press and
media tear into the rash of fatal accidents that are certain to come?
Personal responsibility towards safety has always been the keystone that allows
government officals to permit us the freedom to build and fly our airplanes. We all
have a strong stake in seeing that we keep order in our own house or the whole house of
cards could suddenly come tumbling down around our ears without warning. Just think how
that could affect you personally if such a thing happened. And, too, don't forget that
99% of the public out there are very hostile towards airplanes and general aviation in
particular. If the media got them stirred up , you .can bet your bottom dollar that the
politicans would sell us out without blinking an eye when votes are involved.
I won't go into great detail on what went on at Sun 'n Fun, as you'll not only read
about it in Spo~t Aviation and other publications, but you'll also get to see it all on
video tape very soon, too, LEA ABBOTT has purchased a professionally done TV tape of all
the doings of the who and what, so stand by. Possibly we will see them at this month's
meeting , but we won't know for sure until the last minute.
I went there on an assignment from GENERAL AVIATION NEWS, to do a first time pilot
report on a new 4 place, all-composite airplane, the WESTAIR 204, but the weather there
was such that I didn't get to fly it until Saturday, the very last day.
The Westair 204 is the first of a line of all-composite aircraft being built in San
Antonio and will be the first true four place to be offered on the homebuilt kit market.
It's a relatively large aircraft with a 29 ft. span and overall length of 24 ft. It is
powered by a turbo-charged fuel injected 200 hp Lye and swings a constant speed-prop,
which gives it a top speed of 240 mph TAS at optimum altitude. Production aircraft can use
engines up to 310 hp. The production model will also have a retractable tricycle gear,
altho' the prototype I flew has a conventional gear (tail dragger). It is an A frame
gear like the T-18 and has a lockable, fuel swivel tailwheel.
It was well behaved on the ground and in the air, with no real apparent vices. I
found it pleasant to fly, comfortable, quiet, and the full span flaperonsillade it laterally
responsive. It was neutrally stable in pitch, but I did find it needed about 3o more
dihedral (which is slated to be done). It flies very 'solidly" and after a few changes
in the flap and aileron system I think it will turn out to be an exceptional cross country
airplane that will carry 4 people, their baggage, and 60 gals of fuel (for a useful load
of 1125 lbs) for 1400 miles in still air (no reserve) at 65% power economy cruise.
GEO. HAMILTON, the Westair president, gave General Aviation News the exclusive right
to the first flight test report and if you'd like further details on construction or
flight characteristics you can write to General Aviation News, P.O. Drawer 1416, Winston
Field, Snyder, texas 79549 for a complimentary copy of the 2nd issue of April (but specify
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the one with the Westair 204 article, as it might be in the 3rd April issue). You may
also want to write to Western Aircraft Corp. 10718 Sentinel, San Antonio, Texas 78217 for
one of their free brochures on the 204.
Kit prices have not been firmed up as yet but they expect the tricycle retractable
gear model to be around 14K in kit form, which will be only a little more than the 2 seat
Glasair.
Another little beauty charmed the troops at Sun'N Fun at its first public showing.
It was the TC-2, a beautiful little low slung side by side 2 place, with a retractable
gear. It's also an all-composite. It has not flown as yet, but was all ready to fly.
It's a Florida home grown product from Aero Mirage from nearby Gainesville (3009 NE 20th
Way, 32601, in case you want to write for a brochure).
Vital stats: EW of 500#, useful load of 450#, ± 6 Gs, powered with a type 4 VW
engine, is 16' 7" long, has a 21' span, 64 sq' of wing area ( about like a Varieze),
carries 40# baggage at its 950# G.W., has a 12 gal fuel capacity and has folding wings.
Performance wise, it is expected to top 208 mph on 100 hp and cruise at 190 mph at
75% power. Flapped stall is at 57 mph, clean at 63 mph. It will have a V ne of 259 mph
and a maneuvering speed of 162 mph.
All airframe parts will be pre-molded in female molds at the factory, using DuPont's
KEVLAR 49, with a KLEGECEL foam core. Even the spars are pre-molded. It uses a vinylester resin like the Glasair. There will be no hot wiring of foam cores, or very little
of the laborious sanding of external skin like on the Varieze-type of construction, a
factory spokesman said.
Parts are packaged and sold individually, making purchasing a little less painful.
The entire airframe kit will deliver for around $8000, which is allowing about $800
for packing and freight, too. It can also be powered with other engines, such as the
HAPI, REVMASTER, CONTINENTAL 0-200, etc.
I don't think you'll have too much trouble finding it at OSH this year. Just look
for a dense circle of people and you'll probably find me of the leading candidates for
the Outstanding New Design award in the middle.

I'll have to tell you about another flying machine that took the crowd there by
storm with its radical flight performance. By definition it's probably an ultralight,
but it was DIFFERENT, to put it mildly. It would almost answer to the name of a "Flying
Contraption", Instead they call it "PAPILLON". I couldn't find such a word listed in
the dictionary, but if my dim memories of high school biology are any guide, I think it
may mean some sort of a butterfly, but I'm not sure. My interest in biology at that age
really wasn't on butterflies, pupal and the like.
Visualize an aluminium "lawn chair" sitting on a short legged tricycle gear, with all
three wheels fully castering. At the pilot's back is a tubular aluminium frame that supports two little engines at shoulder height. The wing is far above the pilot, probably
about 15 ft. or so, it's only supported by a whole bunch of small nylon "ropes". In
fact, the wing itself isn't anything but woven nylon fabric and the ribs and spars are
just stitched seams!
I guess you've figured out by now that the vtlng is a parachute (or more technically
correct, a parasail). Almost all skydivers these days use a parasail 'chute, since it can
be precisely maneuvered to a landing spot.
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Controlling the Papillon is simplicity itself. If you wmt to turn left you push
the left pedal (which tightens the left side risers and lets .t he parasail bank left).
If you want to go to the right, push the right pedal. If you want to flare for landing,
push both pedals. You fly it with your feet! Push it and you go up, pull it back and
you come down. If one or both engines quit you pick out a 50 ft. diameter spot and land.
The castering, cross wind gear takes care of any slight misalignment with the wind. You
can fly it safely in winds of 25 mph and by adjusting your power to the current wind
velocity you can even hover!
It comes fully assembled, ready to fly and it will fit in a car trunk. No medical,
license, or previous flight experience is required. It's very maneuverable, it can't
stall, and can land as low as zero mph depending on wind speed and power setting.
Fantastic ! (Yeah, I want one, who wouldn't?) Best of all, it only cost about half
that of an average ultralight. You won't even need an airport to launch one - a friendly
farmer's field, an unused baseball diamond, a state park, and who knows what else? Put
it in your trunk the next time you take an auto trip and when -the fancy to fly and sight
see comes over you, just find a suitable spot and have at it!
All of us that saw it fly at Sun 'N Fun stood with our mouths open watching it do
tight figure eights or circles, climbing and gliding turns, and finally a feather soft
landing. I couldn't see the take off from our vantage point, but it was just a quick
hop and he was flying.
You can really let your imagination run wild on this flying machine, its possibilities,
the ramifications of thousands of these things dotting the countryside, etc. The FAA
will simply throw up their hands and quietly go berserk.
Where and when can you get one? Right here in big Din a very few weeks.
mer time you probably will be able to rent one I imagine.

By sum-

I hope the TV tape that Lea Abbott ordered will have pictures of the Papillon flying.
If it does, you'll just flip.
A year from now if you see the evening sky full of what looks like fireflies, it'll
just be the flashing strobes on a Papillon. (Oh, yes, they'll be quick to fly'em at night).
Another cuties at Sun "N Fun was an all wood 3/4 scale J-3 Cub (see cover). It
didn't fly, but looked like a real fun machine. Another one in that same category was
the all wood FP-101 (see cover), which looks like a 3/4 size Aeronca Champ (also on our
cover is DALE BROOKS flying a Swiss built Jungmann).
JOHN MONNETT's new tri-gear Sonerai also made its first public debut at Sun'N Fun and
it not only looked good it scatted along, too. The retractable tri-gear Glasair was also
there and was nicely finished inside, too.
The only other unusual thing I saw down there was a 30' x 500' ditch they'd dredged
out and flooded for the float-equipped U,L.s to fly in and out of, which they did with
great enthusiasm.
Meanwhile on the home front: CHRIS BOCSATOS is making super progress on his MONI
out at Terrell, while JOHN REEVES and FRANK HAILE are about to finish up their MONI tail
group along with a whole bunch of flat parts. GENE INGRAM's SONERAI II fuselage only
needs a bit more welding to finish and he and ED LAWRENCE are already tooling up to
blow a canopy for it on their own (more later on this). RICK ALEXANDER's DRAGONFLY project is beginning to look like one now. I have a good story on JOHN CRISWELL's VP-1,
(which he sent in, along with the questionaire) and I'll run it next month. DAVE
DAVIDSON's MA-5 CHARGER is very close to flying and A. D. OONALD's SONERAI II is ready
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to paint his wings and cover the fuselage, so he too, isn't all that far away from the
big day. All the OLD GEEZERS are hacking away on the 5 STARDUSTERS and are getting in
sight of rolling all 5 fuselages out on their gear to have their picture made together.
C, R, NICKLE's ACRO SPORT is now up on its gear and GENE PLAZAK is making a tail dragger
out of his YANKEE. JIM YOUNG's HIPERBIPE is getting that almost finshed look, too, and
he's getting into some of that time consuming engine and instrument installation area.
JACK WINTHROP's PITTS project out at Kitty Hawk is also getting some work, now that it's
finally getting a little warmer.
Last Saturday when it was too cool and windy to fly the gang gathered in our hangar
in the warm sunshine and played with one of DALE BROOKS' Micro-Logic Loran C units,
learning to operate it. I came out late in the day and DALE, BILL LAWLER, BOB GEREN,
and KEN LARSON were still there and were almost "experts" by then. In about 30 minutes
one can "cookbook" thru the programming of the computer and asking it simple questions.
I would guess it might take as much as 8-10 hours of supervised practice on it to really
get proficient, but it's GREAT'.".' It's the wave of the future · and a year from now you'll
see hundreds of them in every type of airplane from homebuilts to Lear Jets. I saw four
in Sun 'N Fun homebuilts and their owners all said they were unbelievable. Super accurate
to 50 ft. in some cases.
We're going to have DALE BROOKS put on a complete program with one soon and we'll
also have some flight reports on it in local chapter airplanes.

Now one more item: Now I know that nearly half of you had serious financial
reverses last month and you couldn't afford the 20¢ stamp to mail your questionaire,
but now that there's been an economic upturn I just know that all of you now have regained your fortunes and you'll all sit down right now and fill out your questionaire
and then put it in the mail.
Seriously, gents, I've politely asked you twice, I've pleaded, wheedled, and
practically begged you to take 5 minutes to do me this favor that will really help me.
The first month only 12 replied . The second month wasn't very much better. Out of the
145 names on our '83 member roster only 44 have responded - about 1 out of 3. Well that
isn't a very good vote of confidence for me and the newsletter. In fact, it says exactly
the opposite, and frankly I'm pretty hurt about it.
So I'm going to lay it on the line to you. Unless you respond - all of you - by our
meeting time this month, I'm submitting my resignation as newsletter editor effective
June 1. That's it, gents. I can well use the time and effort in other pursuits, so·
now it's up to you personally and that's all I have to say about it.
DICK
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OCTANE RATINGS OF GASOLINES FOR AIRCRAFT

*

.. **

Av Gas 80 (not always available)_80 86 _ _ _ _ _ $1.60-80
All
Unleaded Regular _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 83 89 _
87 _
1.029
7:1
Regular w/1.5 cc of tm1 _ _ _ _ _ 86 92 _
8 9 _ .969
C.R.
Unleaded
Super
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
88
94_91_1.10
Engines
25% regular w/ 75% Un Super _ _ _ 90 96_93 _ _ 1.096
will
be
(Ideal amount of lead
(This blend reconnnended by
satisfor valve lubrication)
BMW for motorcycles needing
premium motor fuel -no longer
fied
available in the US)
Most 8.5 compression ratio aircraft engines (Lycoming 180 hp) will
be satisfied by straight super unleaded or the blend except turbo
charged engines. 100 11 actually has a 100/130 rating with 2 cc of
lead/ gallon.This means that this fuel will cause more lead fouling
than any of the auto fuels. It also will create higher valve temperatures in the 7:1 compression ratio A/C engines- 50 degrees higher
on the egt gauge-thus shortening valve life considerably.
The blend reconnnended by BMW of Germany has run successfully in Monroe McDonalds BD-4 for many happy hours. This aircraft is powered
by the trusty Lycoming 0-360 engine. Previously the aircraft was
operated on straight super unleaded also with no problems.
This particular engine is placarded 91/96. The 91 is basically a
motor method requirement the same as used for auto engines. The 96
refers to testing under the supercharged method.
The first two columns of numbers above are the motor method and the
research method. The third column is the MM plus the RM divided by
two so that to·date we now have sixth method of octane rating;
Pump Octane, Motor Method, Research Method, Supercharged Methoe,
Union Town, Road Method. We can thank the EPA for this additional
obfuscatory number.
The octane ratings of the regular-superunleaded blend is an estimate.
An actual motor method rating should be made to completely ensure
that your 91/96 engine is satisfied.
Accordingly contributions are solicited. The cost per determination
is $55.00. John Walton (one of our Houston members) has been using
this blend in his T-18 and his vintage Mercedes and will take ~a~~
of getting the one quart sample to E W Saybolt in Houston.
Bob Yeakey

* These are pump octane ratings

**

Recent prices per gallon
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·KITTY HAWK FLY-IN
CO-SPONSORED BY

Chapter 168 - EAA and Kitty Hawk Association
SUNDAY, MAY_29, 1983- NOON TIL 5 PM
BRING YOUR PLANE --

Home Built, Antique, or Store Bought
DRINKS WILL BE AVAILABLE
2100 FT GRASS AIRSTRIP
NO OBSTRUCTIONS
For Additional Information CaD Jim Rushing
Day: 234-2463
Night: 727-5630

McKINNEY
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EAA CHAPTER .168
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STUFF TO SELL OR BUY
F'ra.nk Ruth has a deA.l on a DRAGONF'LY.... Airframe partly finished,
Including Engine, Prop and canopy.
Business got in the
way ••• no time to complete.
(About S 7 1200 value for
$ 5000.00)
1703 Northcrest Drive Norman, Oklahoma 73071

Notice
By the end of April or May construction of my 60X50 hangar at Aero
Country Airport (10 miles north of Plano) should be completed. I
would like to rent part of the hangar, preferably to members of
our chapter. Rent is to be reasonable, so I decided on $75./mo.
for a plane of the size of a Cessna 150. If you have something
smaller, let's talk about it. In total 4-5 planes should fit in
easily, one of which will be my own (which I don't have as yet,
but plan to buy fairly soon). The building will have 3 20ft doors,
so getting in and out should be easy. If you are interested, call
me at 596-8445 9-12 am or after 6 pm. Klaus Truemper.

MOSTEK FLYING CLUB IS LOOKING FOR NEw I~3MBERS.
WE FLY A 1976 C-172 (140 mph, full IFR, for
$26/hr. wet)

A ND

~ILL GET

A

C-150 SOON,

GROUND AND FLIGHT INSTRUCTION ARE BOTH
AVAILABLE.

wE MEET IN CARROLLTON AT THE

THOMAS CENTER THE SECOND TUESDAY OF EACH
AT 6 PM.

FOR MORE INFORMATIOK CALL
LARRY SULLIVAN

PAUL ROBERTS

ED SCUDDER

COME FLY WITH ust

. 10

492-2489
247-8145
492-3790
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If you Need Insurance of Any Kind-Auto, Plane, Home, Business ••• Let:
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FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER.

.,'y

DELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY

Find Answer to Your Particular Need.
Just Call:
Deimo (Pitts Special) Johnson
1720 Regal Row, 638/4700 or638/1900

Flying a PITTS
MAKES YOU SPECIAL !

ALCOA-the
GasoLEAN machine!

We're proud to announce our
appointment as a dealer for
Pitts Aerobatics, offering a
full line of parts, kits, and
CERTIFICATED FACTORY-BUILT
AIRPLANES, including the
260 hp S-2B, the ultimate
fabulous NEW two place
aircraft for instruction AND
unlimited competition.

We are STOCKING distributors
for the entire line of quality
products - TCP, Vernier Controls,
EGT's, CHT's and engine
analyzers, featuring the
fantastic new MCCA series,
the instruments that allow
you to visually monitor all

cylinders simultaneously.
Dealer inquiries invited.

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 40002
Garland, Texas 75040
(214) 271-7320

Hangar (South Bl,lilding):
Rockwall Airport (West Side)
Rockwall, Texas 75087
(214) 722-8375

il3uue Swt't~t

Joo.,1.1ie Swt't~t

Chief Barnstormer

Chief Anonymous

AN, MS, NAS & COMMERCIAL FASTENERS

A & B FASTENERS, INC.
ALVIN BOYANTON
PRESIDENT

P. 0. BOX 208S3
2929 LADYBIRD LN.

214/3S0-70S1
DALLAS, TX 75220

~
SEATON & SEATON
Al~ CONDITIONING
SERVICE
NORMAN N

SEATON. CFI

214-270-3791

Airplanes
Instruments
Used Parts
Engines
Radios

afijiGJ
SYNTHETIC LUBRICANTS

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS

BILLY R. WOFFORD
INCREASED H.P.
FUEL EFFICIENT
REDUCES FRICTION

8701 Cardinal Road
Fort Worth, Texas 76180
(across from Mangham Airport)

AMS/OIL DIRECT DEALER
Ft. Worth, TX 76180
(817) 281-6458
BETTER COOLING
LOWER OXIDATION STABILITY
CALL FOR DETAILS

COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT MATER:,tALS
.
STITS DISTRIBUTOR
LONG-EZE, DRAGONFLY

SAF-T-POXY, FIBERGLASS,
FOAM AND ACCESSORIES.

AIRPLANE KITS

BEST PROCESS

I

·-

BEST PRICES
BEST SERVICE

'·

ALPHA PLASTICS, INC.
Route 1, Box 231
West, Texas 76691
(817) 826-3639

VISA & MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED
SAME OR NEXT DAY SHIPMENT ... .

Bus. 817-281-8468
Res. (metro) 268-2786

BOBBY OSBORN

SPRUCE

~

WELDED .
ASSEMBLIES

AIRCRAFT PLYWOOD

- - HARDWARE

Alpha Aviation Supply Co.
OWNERS:
IRA & ELIZABETH HALE

e GREENVILLE, TEXAS
214-455-3593

P. 0. BOX641

74501

,.,

[p)[n)o~~ •[R)@

[F~W • mJ~

Rt.1,Box183B
Rockwall, Texas 7S081

Metro 226-7610
(214) 563-3765

~©lmJ©[h -

· "When you need it, call us!"
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SUMMER CAMP-Boys and Girls, age 7-17
LODGE AND FACILITIES- Parties, Retreats
AIRPORT - Fuel, Instruction, Hangers
Luxury Guest House

~

OMNy'AIR
PARTS

•

(214) 350-5531

ACCESSORIES

•

HARDWARE

Toll-free in Texas 1 (800) 442-3058

2818 CENTURY (Off Denton Drive)
DALLAS, TEXAS 75220

1983 CIIAPl'D COJrl'.IC'l'S
PRESIDENT
"onroe "cDonald
4130 Shorecreat
Dalla• TX 7::5209
214-3::52-1::564

EDITOR IN CHIEF
R. K. <Dick) Cavin
10::529 Soaerton Dr.
Dalla• TX 75229
214-3::51-4604

ADVISOR (1982 Praa)
John Heraat
3018 Merrell Rd.
Dallaa TX 7::5229
214-3::50-3990

VICE PRESIDENT
.s. PROGRA" CHAIR,
Gerry Catha
!527 Shelly Ct.
Duncanville 7::5137
214-298-4464

PUBLISHER
Ernie Ludwick
3130 Pin Oak
Dalla• TX 7::5234
214-241-1185

TOOL CUSTODIAN
Robert Garen
3021 Stonehenge
Carrollton 7::5006
214-242-::5911

LIBRARIAN
SECRETARY
Don Willia••
2747 "oon River La
Dallaa TX 7::5234
214-241-7956

Don Brookahier
1802 Glangarry Dr.
Carrollton 7::5006
214-242-::5601

SAFETY OFFICER
Nora & Sharon Seaton
11240 Druaaond Dr.
Dallaa TX 75228
214-270-3791

Charlie Grant
3568 Cloverdale
Dalla• TX 75234
214-247-2491

CHAPTER RECORDS
Pete Ohlaon
8928 Hackney La
Dalla• TX 75238
214-348-1823

Pet.a Ohlaon
<Chapter Recorda)

ADVERTISING MGR.
Don Willia••

TREASURER
Willia• Power•
2608 Houaley St.
Dalla• TX 75228
214-321-::5096
CLASS'!Pil!D AD-VT.
Gerry Catha cv.P.>

FLY-IN COORDINATOR
Peggy & Bob Cutler
214-361-::56!51

~~ftBERSHil' REeORD~
Monroe McDonald <Pr••>

DIRECTORS

DESIGNEES

Owen Bruce
602 Opal Lane
Richardaon 7::5080
214-231-3946

R. K, <Dick> Cavin
<Editor>

John Crook
::5::51 Hanover
Allen TX 7::5002
214-727-2653

John Ruaaell
3::522 Kinaora
Dalla• TX 75223
214-826-4464

Clarence McDonald
1100 Lakeahor•
Meaquite TX 75149
214-288-6777
Charley Penry
4238 S Creathaven
Dallaa TX 7::5209
214-352-99::5::5
Randon Reid
4804 Berridge
Dalla• TX
75227
214-388-38::50
Ji• Ruahing
Rout.a 1 Box 107
AJ,len TX 75002
214-996-3898 daya
214-727-::5630 hoae
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